
Welcome to DIMORA Club

 

An elegant club immersed in a refined atmosphere that seamlessly 

blends traditional accents with contemporary tones. In tune with this spirit, 

DIMORA welcomes visitors at the elegant stand at PROPOSTE, 

in the prestigious ambiance of Villa Erba.

This is the mood of the new “Club Collection” 2019, a refined and exclusive 

taste, at times austere, and at others extremely ornamental. Once again, 

MARTINELLI GINETTO’s line for textile editors and home furnishings 

does not disappoint: a selection of fabrics for upholstery, lightweight 

curtains, and proposals for decorative accessories rooted in thorough 

stylistic research and textile expertise. An experience acquired in seventy 

years of history.

Textile creations in Club Collection occasionally echo the typical ornamental 

style of Milan homes of the 1920s and 1930s.Geometric or marbled effects, 

micro- and macro-patterns, expertly engineered and ennobled by finishes 

that enhance their three-dimensionality, embossing and softness. 

Double-width fabrics in linen, wool and cotton are created from 

fine raw materials, blended with polyester and lurex for unusual 

and charming combinations and textures.

Next to elegant optical micro-patterns in fabrics for coverings and upholstery, 

creative wool textiles for throws and decorative accessories - where plaids 

are reinterpreted with personality and class - Club Collection also features 

original proposals for curtains. Different weights are ideal for making curtains 

with various levels of transparency and a heavier drop, by using refined 

fabrics produced with decorative fil coupè processes, or items where singular 

construction, soft embossing and finishing that seem to inflate the fabric 

giving it a pleasant wavy look. The selection of printed velvets, where vintage 

decorative patterns are enhanced by the use of an innovative digital printing 

technology, offers soft and enveloping fabrics, ideal for decorating the bed 

with duvet covers and decorative pillows and for furnishing in vintage-chic style.

Entering the atmosphere of Club Collection 2019 and choosing fabrics 

means sharing a cross-section full of charm and energy.

Welcome to DIMORA Club!
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